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In All Timelines And All Dimensions in this Universal Time Matrix

Reg: New Earth Jurisdiction With The Galactic Codex Implementation

I am a free-born Spirit. I am the creator of my destiny and my reality. I consciously participate in
co-creating a New Earth Government with its Jurisdiction under God, the Law of One.

I am not a strawman nor a dead entity created by the U.S. Corporations under the UCC law, nor
am I a lost soul at sea under the maritime law.

I am a Divine Being of Light, a living woman with heart and soul under the land and soil lawful
jurisdiction of the original Constitution of 1776. I am immune from any lawsuit issued by any
service corporation with its anti-life Draconian jurisdiction.

Under the Natural Laws, every man and woman are created equal by the Creator and endowed
with certain inalienable Rights for Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness.

I am American. I am not a property of the Crown of England or the U.S. federal government
governed by the private corporate legislature dictated by the elite of the Swiss Banking Cartel -
the Davos Group and the Black Nobility Mafia Family in the Vatican and London.

I am the authority. I am God, Sovereign, Free. The only contract that I and my eternal soul have
is the contract with the Infinite Creator under the Universal (Natural) Laws.

Universal Laws were implemented upon the surface of this planet in 2012 by the Light Alliance
and the Galactic Federation that are assisting with the planetary evolution, liberation from the
dark forces and transition to the higher realm, the Fifth Dimension (5D). Universal Laws
supersede the old third-dimensional jurisdiction that has been distorted and twisted by the upper
echelons of the shadow government and shadow military with their luciferian-satanic agendas.
Thus since 2012, the off-world elite of the dark fleet and their minions the cabal, the deep state,
the shadow government and the Illuminati must comply with and respect Universal Laws under
which all living beings of Divine Light fall.

The dark forces and their negative alien agenda (NAA), and the oligarchs and their multinational
corporations and pharmaceutical industries covering up serious genocidal crimes against the
Earth population have been ignoring and disrespecting the Natural Laws for a very long time
and to such an extent that now their power in jurisdiction on planet Earth is null and void.



Their abuse of power and authority in commerce, religion, science, medicine, technology,
entertainment industry, academia and politics with its on and off-world military branches with
highly advanced alien A.I. technology (DARPA-robotics) has become horrendously
unfathomable, and they all will be prosecuted for all the heinous crimes according to the Divine
Plan by The Ashtar Galactic Command.

The negative aliens and their secret space program and the shadow military extraterrestrial
industrial complex with its black sun operations and covert sound wave weaponry for
psychological and bio-spiritual warfare on global population including mind control, genetic
engineering and Galactic human sex slave trade will have to answer for their atrocious crimes.
They are being charged for high treason and will be prosecuted by the High Command under
the Galactic Codex that has been implemented at this time in the space time continuum.

The Galactic Codex represents the legal basis for all actions of the Galactic Federation in this
quadrant of the Universe. It represents a systemized code of inner ethics of all souls of Solar
Light (Christed Light), which reflects their inner truth. The Galactic Codex forms an essential
part of the New Earth Judicial structure that defends the basic rights and liberty of all sentient
beings in this universe. It aims at developing a harmonious and peaceful Galactic Cosmic
society based on Truth, Integrity, Unity, Solidarity and Sovereignty.

In the Name of Humanity
The Ashtar Galactic Command


